
 
WA YING COLLEGE 

General Assembly 

2021-2022 1st Student Council 

 

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the 1st Student Council will be held on 20 January 2022 at 15:00 in Zoom. 

 

 

AGENDA 

 

1 Opening Exercise 

1.1 Meeting Call to Order 

1.2 Recognition of Guests 

2 Adoption of Agenda 

3 Discussion  

3.1 Issues in School Year 2021-2022 

3.1.1 Message Delivery Service (Ref. GA21-05) 

3.1.2 Online broadcast and assembly (Ref. GA21-12) 

3.1.3 Half-day and Full-day Timetable (Ref. GA21-13) 

3.1.4 Amendment of the Constitution of Student Union (Ref. GA21-14) 

3.2 Issues in School Year 2020-2021 

3.2.1 Holiday for the Day after Speech Day (Ref. GA20-01) 

3.2.2 50th Anniversary Hoodie (Ref. GA20-02(1)) 

3.2.3 Socks’ colour for uniform and PE lessons (Ref. GA20-02(5)) 

3.2.4 BYOD (Ref. GA20-07) 

4 A.O.B. 

5 Adjustment by Advisor 

6 Date, Time, and Place for Next Meeting 

7 Adjournment 

 

Ho Natalie  

Secretary of General Assembly 

19 January 2022 

 

 

*Attachments 

I. List of representatives  

II. Lists of Issues, 2021-22 (Ref. GA21-05, GA21-12, GA21-14) 

III. Questionnaire report (Ref. GA21-13) 

IV. Extract from the 2020-21 Student Council Minutes (Ref. GA20-01, GA21-02(1)/(5), GA20-07) 



 

 

’

 



 essage delivering service in Staff Room

➢ Background 

Some students are concerned about causing inconvenience on message 

delivering service in the staff room, and classmates are always standing outside, 

which causes blocking outside.  

➢ Concerns 

 

Could the school install speakers, in order to call teachers effectively?

 

Could students move out after calling teachers? 

 nline broadcast and assembly

➢ Background 

 

With the social distancing policy, the school has been using Zoom, the online 

conferencing software to do online broadcast and live assembly.  

Students suggested that going to the covered playground for online broadcasts is 

too tiring and unnecessary as it doesn't make a difference to watch in their 

classrooms.  

Also, the Wi-Fi network in the covered playground is so poor that students often 

get disconnected and it takes a long time to fix, students may easily miss 

important information. 

Lastly, it is said that the air conditioners in the covered playground are always 

strongly powered, which makes people uncomfortable even with a jacket on. 

However, it is difficult to take care of everyone’s needs as the playground is too 

large to achieve optimum temperature.  



➢ Concerns 

 

Could the school allow all the students to stay in the classrooms for the 

broadcast? 

 

Could the Wi-Fi network be improved immediately?

 

Being a conferencing software, is Zoom suitable for broadcasting live assembly? 

 

Is there any possibility to hold fewer school assemblies? 

 Half-day and full-day timetable

➢ Background 

 

School is now collecting students’ opinion over the issue. Please refer to related 

document (attachment III) for more information. 

 Amendment of the Constitution of Student Union

➢ Background 

 

President of MMI Committee, Student Union suggests that video-taking should be 

also listed as a responsibility of the committee in the Constitution. Moreover, the 

amendment may also be involved in the issue of GA21-05. 

➢ 關注 Concerns 

 

Is the amendment necessary? 

 

Would the frequent amendments cause inconvenience to schoolmates? 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 





 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 Holiday for the day after Speech Day

➢ Background:  

Some students, teachers and school workers help on the speech day and the 

workload is rather heavy. Plus, students may have to come back on the next day 

for tidying work. Both students and teachers learn and teach with fatigue after 

the weekend. It may affect the Learning effect and teaching quality. 

➢ Concerns: 

 As the workload on the speech day is higher than that of the P.6 information day. 

It was inquired if any compensatory time could be consented after the speech 

day. Therefore, teachers and students will be getting enough rest, and hence 

ensure a better learning effectiveness and teaching quality. 

 The reason of why the holiday after Speech day this year was cancelled was 

requested. 

➢ Response from students:  

High volume of work after the Speech Day will affect students’ learning as there 

may be loads of uncompleted work. 

➢ Decision: 

It would be discussed in the Student-Teacher Council 

 50th anniversary hoodie

➢ Background:  

Our school has designed a hoodie as the souvenir for the 50th anniversary of 

school which is allowed to be worn on PE lessons or any special event as a PE 

uniform. However, students are not allowed to wear the hoodie as a jacket or a 

daily uniform. 

➢ Concerns: 

 Students responded that the hoodie is warm and comfortable. They are 

questioning whether the hoodie is used in a most efficient way by only allowed 

to wear it for a few times. It is requested if the hoodie can be worn as a daily 

uniform or not. 

  It is asked whether the hoodie can be listed into the school uniform which is sold 

by the school uniform company. 

 Since some of the Wa Ying students did not buy the hoodie, students raised a 

question whether the allowance of wearing the hoodie in school affect the 

wholeness of school uniform. 



➢ Response from students:  

The winter blaze is a bit bulky which is inconvenient for writing. It is not able to 

keep warm. Therefore, hoodie is a better option for students to wear when they 

go to school. 

➢ Decision: 

 It would be discussed in the Student-Teacher Council and reflect the concerns to 

the teacher in respond. 

 Socks color for uniform and PE lesson

➢ Background:  

Some students reflected that the appeal of wearing white socks with boys’ uniforms 

are not good. Wearing white socks may cause a huge contrast to the appearance as 

the trousers of boys’ uniform is in dark color. Therefore, they suggested allowing 

boys to wear dark color socks as it is more appealing. Sports team reflected that 

wearing white socks stipulated by school is uncomfortable and inconvenient. As the 

white socks stipulated by school are not easy to buy, it will cause inconvenience 

when students are trying to buy them. Also, the possibility of students getting 

injured will be increased as those socks which are not fully made by wool, are not 

wearable and comfortable when doing sports. 

➢ Concerns: 

 Difficulties may be caused to the regulations of students’ uniforms. 

 The workload of the DC Department may be increased. 

 Inconvenience may be caused when checking students’ uniforms. 

 Whether allowing students to wear socks with brand logos when having PE 

lessons would cause difficulties to the regulation of students' uniforms. 

 Whether the appearance would become inconsistent if school allow students to 

wear both white and dark-colored socks. 

 Whether problems would be brought when teachers or prefects are checking 

students’ uniforms. 

 Regulations to be set up if these measures are adopted. 

➢ Response from students:  

 Wearing socks with brand logo is much comfortable. 

 Changing socks from normal school lesson to PE lesson is inconvenient as 

students may need to bring several pairs of socks. 

 Other school like La Salle and Diocesan would allow student to wear several 

colors of socks, like black, grey and white. It is known that the big contrast 

between the sock color and the trousers of the school uniform. 

➢ Remarks: 

The logo of the sock may have some color that may be against the school rules 

and DC department may have some regulations on it. 

➢ Solution: 

It would be discussed in the Student-Teacher Council. 



 BYOD

➢ Background:  

BYOD has been implemented for half a year, more than 300 students have 

participated in the school’s BYOD scheme and used iPads in classes at school. 

The school have adopted some changes to the BYOD regulations. 

➢ Concerns: 

 Students raised a question whether the MDM policy should be cancelled 

 Students asked whether the MDM policy reach the original objective of the policy 

 Students responded that laying down the iPad is not convenient for writing 

 Students reflected that requests from students to download apps are often 

ignored 

 It was asked whether the MDM policy can be used in separation section, for 

example cancel using MDM policy after school 

 After applying the MDM policy, students were concerned whether it still ensure 

students to be self-disciplined  

 Students were concerned whether school have enough devices and resources to 

support students 

 The temperate punishment policy discussed by Discipline Committee is not 

consummate  

 Ways to justify the user of the BYOD was requested 

➢ Reponses from the students: 

 The MDM policy has hindered the entertainment and leisure time of students 
while using iPad  

 F6 students cannot use apps other than the studying apps during study leave  

 Laying down the iPad to monitor students is not convenient for working and 
writing 

 Requests from students to download apps are often ignored 

 Some students think the MDM policy is effective to help them become self-
disciplined as the policy only allows students to use iPad for learning purposes 

 Some students think the punishment policy was too harsh as the iPad would be 
confiscated for one week 

➢ Solution: 

The concerns would be reflected to the teacher in respond. It would also be 

discussed in the Student-Teacher Council. 


